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بارم ردیف

A

I. Vocabulary :

A: Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word.

despite -  education – medicine–recent- healthy 

1. He doesn't have a very ………………….…. lifestyle. 

2. Laughter is the best ………………………..for your health. 

3. I enjoyed the weekend, ……………………the bad weather. 

4. People with higher ………….usually live longer. 
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B

B: Match the following definitions in column A with the words given in column B. one is extra in 

the second part. 

 A                                                                                          B        

5. Society a. with all parts existing in the correct amounts.

6. Vary b. the needs

7. Balanced c. to be different from each other

8. Meet d. a large group of people who live together

e. without worry
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C 

C: choose the correct choice. 

9. ………….. is a food that is not good for your health because it has high amounts of fat or sugar.

a. meat b. chicken soup c. junk food d. carrot

10. Today ……………to technology is a big problem in our world. 

a. relation b. addiction c. information d. suggestion

11. The doctors always listen to patients’ …………… 

a. heartbeat b. heart attack c. blood pressure d. blood cells

12. An endangered language is a language that has very few…………………. 

a. researchers b. scientists c. speakers d. knowledge
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D 

D: Choose the word which doesn’t belong to each group. (Odd one out). 

13. a. beliefs b. wishes c. feelings d. languages

14. a. Spanish b. Persian c. French d. Asia

15. a. Ciao b. Hola c. Nameste d. German

16. a. create b. improve c. increase d. prevent
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E

E: Match the picture with phrases or sentences. 

17…………….. 18...................... 19……………. 20…………………. 

a. different languages b. couch potato

c. Keep off the grass d. hangs out
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F

F: Match the two parts. One is extra in the second part. 

 A                                                                        B 

21. check a. the language

22. fortunately b. gain

23. understand c. blood pressure

24. measure d. luckily

e. general health
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G

Grammar 

G: choose the correct choice. 

25. …………………….bread does your mother need?

a. how long b. how much c. how many d. how often

26. Ehsan has taught English here ………….20 years. 

a. since b. yet c. ever d. for

27. Reza ………………………..a job yet. 

a. has found b. haven't found c. hasn't found d. have found

28. My friends saw ……………………chickens in the yard. 

a. any b. much c. little d. a lot of
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H 

H: Choose the correct answers. 

29. Technology has (influenced / influence) the lives of people in this century.

30. How (many / much) pencils do you have in your bag?

31. Please buy (a loaf of / a bottle of) bread for breakfast.

32. The Arabic teacher can give you (some / a few) Information about entrance exam.
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II: Add prefixes or suffixes ( er- al- dis – in ) to the following words to make new words. 

33. emotion…………… 34. order…………………

35. scan ……………    36. correct…………………

1 

JWriting: 

J: Unscramble the following sentences. 

37. bananas / has /  of / price / in / increased / weeks / the /  recent / .

………………………………………………………………………… 

38. exist  /on  /  really  /  Does  / water  / Mars / ?

………………………………………………………………………….. 
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KK: There are 4 mistakes in the following text. Find and correct them. 

Language are a system of communication. It use written and spoken forms. People use language to 

communication with each other in a society. The more popular language in the world is Chinese. 

More than one billion people in the world speak Chinese. 

     ..................... ........................... ......................... ....................... 

         39 40 41 42 
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L

L: Underline the subject(S), verb (V), object (O), and additional information(AI) in the 

following sentences.  

43. I cooked the cake in the kitchen last night.

44. The nurse will take your blood pressure tomorrow morning.

Subject      Verb Object Additional information Additional information 
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M 

Reading. Cloze passage: Fill in the blanks with the given words. 

The ……………..lifestyle has had both positive and negative …………. on people’s lives. Modern 

technologies have enabled us to have easy ……….. to information, become more creative, experience 

fast communication, travel easier, and have a more comfortable life. Have you ever ………… a world 

without the Internet, tablets, mobile phones, airplanes, and vacuum cleaners? Most people cannot do 

that, as technology is the miracle of our time. 

45. a. region b. level c. pattern d. modern

46.a. similar b. effects c. habits d. general

47.a. access b. create c. valuable d. worthy

48. a. decided b. balanced c. suggested d. imagined
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N 

Reading. Read the passage and answer the questions. 

 These days many people eat ready – made food .This means food which is already prepared, in 

packets or cans, or often frozen. People also go to fast foods restaurant a lot, where they buy take- 

away meals. This type of food is suitable in the busy, modern world, but it often contains a lot of fat 

or sugar. If you eat a lot of sugar, dentists say you might get holes in your teeth Similarly, if you eat a 

lot of fat, doctors will tell you that this is bad for your heart. Most scientists say that the best food is 

fresh, natural food such as fruit and vegetable .They also say that we should cut down on the amount 

of fat we eat. Nowadays we eat too much oil and butter. Instead of frying food in fat, we should 

lightly boil it. Steam it, or eat it uncooked as in salads Food which hasn't been cooked often contains 

more vitamins. These vitamins are often destroyed during cooking. Of course, it is as we get older that 

we start to notice the effect of bad eating habits When we're young we don't have to worry too much, 

but it's a good idea to develop good eating habits as early in life as possible. 

49. Why is uncooked food often better for us?

a. Its vitamins are not damaged b. It has less sugar and fat

c. It is easier to eat in this busy world. d. It can be bought from fast food restaurant

50. What is wrong with ready- made food?

a. It has a lot of fat and sugar b. It must be eaten within a short time

c. It is not properly prepared d. It is not suitable for young people

51. What do scientists suggest people to eat?

a. food that is not heated b. food cooked in water

c. food cooked in oil  d .natural food 

52. The word "cut down" is the closest meaning to….. 

a. manage b. decrease c. measure d. design

53. The word "it" refers to ….. 

a. oil b. butter c. fat d. food
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A 1. healthy 2. medicine 3. despite 4.education1 

B 5. d 6. c 7. a 8. b1 

C 9. c 10. b 11. a 12. c1 

D 13. d 14. d 15. d 16. d1 

E 17. b 18. c 19. a 20.d2 

F 21. e 22. d 23. a 24. c1 

G 25. b 26. d 27. c 28. d1 

H 29. influenced 30. many 31. A loaf of 32. some2 

I 33. emotional 34. disorder 35. scanner 36. Incorrect1 

J 37. The price of bananas has increased in recent weeks.

38. Does water really exist on Mars?

2 

K 39. is 40. uses 41. communicate 42. Most2 

L 

Subject      Verb Object Additional information Additional information 

43. I cooked the cake in the kitchen last night 

44.The nurse will take your blood 

pressure 

tomorrow morning 
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M 45. d 46. b 47. a 48. d2 

N 

49. a 50. a 51. d 52. b 53. d
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